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Our Aim and Mission Statement

Our Aim
To resolve all disputes amicably
through an informal and friendly
process of reconciliation rather
than a formal adversarial
procedure. We cannot take sides.

Mission Statement
As an independent statutory
body established to resolve
disputes between consumers
and banks, it is our commitment
to deliver free of cost, speedy
solutions for all disputes referred
to us, in a manner that is
impartial, fair and equitable to
all parties.
Annual Report 2011

Core Values

We function as a closely-knit team and take collective
responsibility for individual decision-making. We have full
ownership of our Core Values and firmly believe that by abiding
these values, both in our professional and personal lives, we
can make a difference.
Responsive
We receive a large number of disputes daily. We use a practical and
rational approach to find fair and amicable outcomes in a manner that
is informal and speedy.

Compassionate
Disputes, howsoever petty, cause unnecessary pain and stress. We
analyze each dispute with an open mind and if necessary listen to
parties concerned, patiently and sympathetically, so as to find a practical
and equitable solution.

Flexible
We believe that most disputes can be resolved in a friendly and amicable
manner. We do not allow rigidity to dictate the dispute resolution
process. Instead, we endeavor to create an environment where all
concerned are encouraged to be reasonable and conciliatory.0000000000

Trustworthy
We treat all those we meet with respect, courtesy and compassion
because only by doing so we gain their confidence and trust.0000000000

Transparent
We are neither consumer champions nor advocates. Neutrality and
openness underpin our deliberations. Our service is free of charge. We
respect confidentiality in all disputes and institute a process of
conciliation that is acceptable to both parties. Decisions taken by us
are consistent, clear and balanced so that any rational mind can
appreciate the reasoning behind our findings.
Annual Report 2011
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From the Desk of Banking Mohtasib

I am pleased to present the Annual Report for the year 2011. This is the seventh report issued by the
Banking Mohtasib Pakistan (BMP) and is the third and the last one in my tenure which commenced
in the year 2009.
The year 2011 was another challenging year for the Banking Mohtasib Secretariat. The complaint
resolution system which was streamlined during the last two years was further fine tuned to ensure
early adjudication of the complaints in order to provide justice to the complainants with expedition
and speed.
Section 82D(2) of the Banking Companies Ordinance (BCO), 1962 provides that before filing a complaint
against a bank, the Complainant must first serve a notice to it and lodge a complaint only if his grievance
is not resolved within 45 days. The object of the notice period was to enable the Bank concerned to
thoroughly examine the Complaint and try to resolve it on its own. We found that, for the most part,
the banks were not utilizing the notice period properly for the purpose it was intended. In our experience
we found that whenever we asked a bank to respond to a complaint, however trivial, the standard
reply received from it was that the issue was being investigated and the relevant record and documents
were being traced. Clearly, this ought to have been undertaken upon receipt of the complainants
notice and the purpose for which the provision as to notice had been enacted stood defeated causing
needless further delays in complaint resolution. In 2010, therefore, we had suggested that an amendment
be made in the Section 82 D(2) reducing the prescribed notice period noted above from 45 days to 15
days.
In anticipation of such an amendment we had, in 2011, set the target of 45 days as the average time
period for resolution of complaints (the period stood at 326 days in 2009 and 101 days in 2010). I am
happy to report that notwithstanding the fact that the amendment has not yet been made yet the
average time taken in resolving a complaint had been reduced to 45 days as on 31st December, 2011
and 38 days on February 27, 2012. It is hoped that once amendments proposed to streamline the
cumbersome procedure for filing complaints is enacted, the average time period will be reduced further.
In this endeavor it would be unfair not to mention the concerted and sustained efforts of Senior
Advisors/Advisors whose vigilance and untiring pursuit of complaints has enabled us to fulfill our
commitment.
We have taken the initiative to send the complaints that are not filed as per law to the banks for
comments simultaneously while asking the complainant to complete the mandatory legal requirement
in the meanwhile. This exercise has resulted in quick disposal of these complaints.00000000000000000000
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In 2011 the total number of formal and informal complaints stood at 896 and 2726 as against 1047
and 2138 respectively in 2010. The combined number of complaints in 2011 comes to 3622 as compared
to 3185 in 2010, thus showing an overall increase of 13.7%. Also, now the complainants are more
dispersed geographically and a significant numbers of complaints have been received from remote
areas of Balochistan, Khyber Pakhtoon Khwa, Gilgit Baltistan and rural areas of Sindh. Many complaints
requiring immediate action on the part of the banks complaint resolution cells were resolved through
phone, fax or emails, providing speedy relief to the complainants.
There has been an overall decrease of 19.3% in the complaints relating to the category of Consumer
Products; Advances, Loans and Deposits; and ATMs when compared with corresponding number in
2010 which is primarily attributable to a general downward trend in lending to consumers, coupled
with increased focus by banks on internal monitoring.
During the year meetings with Regional Heads continued. Necessary guidance was provided to the
Regional Heads of the banks at Sialkot, Sukkur, Hyderabad, Mirpur (A-K) and Muzaffarabad on the
subjects of speedy resolution of complaints, the cost to the bank in dealing with the complaint involving
insignificant amounts as well as keeping in view the social standing of the complainants with a view
to minimize the reputational risk to banks. Our experience in processing the complaints was also shared
with those bankers.
As in the previous years instances of systemic deficiencies and control weaknesses observed during
the course of our investigation were reported to the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) along with our
recommendations. These, interalia, covers issues ranging from fraudulent withdrawals of customers
money through cheques drawn from duplicate cheque books carelessly issued against cheque book
requisition forms fraudulently obtained by unscrupulous persons, partial retraction of Currency Notes
from ATMs and matters relating to filing of Appeals against BMP Orders by Regional Managers/other
field staff of the banks.
Besides, certain amendments were proposed in Part IV-A of the Banking Companies Ordinance, 1962,
Electronic Transactions Ordinance, 2002 and Payment System and Electronic Fund Transfer Act, 2007,
(with regards to cheques collected online) to safeguard the interest of the general public as well as
banks.
From the organization perspective, I am glad to report that we have implemented HR policies initiated
last year to strengthen the overall organizational structure and capacity building. Regular cadres of
young and capable employees have been created and staff recruitment and induction of welfare policies
have been introduced.
During my tenure as Banking Mohtasib I have observed that the banks staff, especially those involved
in field duties, need considerable improvement in the areas of communication, marketing and knowledge
of Banking Laws and Practices. There is, therefore, a need to provide training to the bank staff in these
areas. In this regard we are also in the process of compiling compendiums of all the Orders issued by
the Banking Mohtasib Pakistan since 2005 as well as a booklet of selected cases for the guidance of
the bankers and the general public. It is hoped that this will be of some help in guiding banking staff
in dealing with customers and their complaints.
Last but not the least I am grateful to all my staff in the main Secretariat and the Regional Offices for
their dedicated services towards providing speedy relief to the Complainants.00000000000000000000000

MANSUR-UR-REHMAN KHAN
Banking Mohtasib Pakistan
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Background and Scope
The Banking Mohtasib is an independent institution established under law (Part IV-A of Banking
Companies Ordinance, 1962) to resolve public grievances against scheduled banks and disputes
between banks.
Privatization coupled with the process of liberalization in Pakistan encouraged banks to rapidly
expand products and services resulting in a manifold increase in the banking population in the
country. Banks adapted to the new and open environment exceptionally well and responded
by upgrading and transforming service delivery capability and by offering a range of new and
innovative products to the market. However, in this dynamic process, there were bound to be
disagreements and differences between banks and consumers. The increasing volume of
associated complaints received at the central bank of the country and the Governments desire
to provide an independent complaints resolution mechanism resulted in the appointment of
the Banking Mohtasib in May 2005.
A number of countries have a Banking Ombudsman or a similar institution and each one has
contributed to an improved and more efficient banking system.

The Banking Mohtasib's Role
The Banking Mohtasib's role in the financial industry is to resolve disputes through a process,
which is largely conciliatory, and where such mediation is unsuccessful, to pass a speaking
order to decide the dispute after hearing the parties.
The institution of Banking Mohtasib Pakistan provides an independent complaints resolution
mechanism which is free, impartial, and prompt.
The services performed by office of the Banking Mohtasib are free of cost. As is the case in
some other countries, banks share the costs of the institution. In Pakistan, the proportionate
cost to each bank is determined by the central bank.

Scope & Jurisdiction
In terms of Part IV-A of Banking Companies Ordinance, 1962 (amended up to June 30, 2007),
the authority and power exercised by the Banking Mohtasib have been specified for private
and public sector banks. In relation to all banks operating in Pakistan, the Banking Mohtasib
has been empowered to entertain complaints of the following nature:0000000000000000000000

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Failure to act in accordance with banking laws and regulations including policy directives
or guidelines issued by the State Bank of Pakistan from time to time000000000000000000

·

Delays or fraud in relation to the payment or collection of cheques, drafts, or other
banking instruments or transfer of funds

·

Fraudulent or unauthorized withdrawals or debit entries in accounts00000000000000000

·

Complaints from exporters or importers relating to banking services and non-fulfillment
of obligations including letters of credit

·

Complaints from holders of foreign currency accounts whether maintained by residents
or non-residents

·

Complaints relating to remittances to or from abroad

·

Complaints pertaining to mark up or interest rates on the ground of a violation of an
agreement or of State Bank of Pakistan directives

·

Complaints relating to payment of utility bills
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In relation to public sector banks, the Banking Mohtasib is authorized to entertain complaints
on the following additional grounds as well:

··
·
·

Corruption or malafide practices by the bank officers

·

Gross dereliction of duty in dealing with customers

·

Inordinate delays in taking decisions

In this regard, Banking Mohtasib has been given adequate powers to call for such information
as would be relevant for the disposal of complaints provided banking confidentiality is not
infringed.
However, Banking Mohtasib cannot accept complaints relating to bank policy. Specifically, the
following matters lie outside the Banking Mohtasibs authority:

··
·
·
·

Banking Mohtasib does not have the power to direct banks to grant loans and advances

·

Banking Mohtasib has no jurisdiction to consider complaints against banks loan markup policies, risk policies, or product and service pricing if included in schedule of charges,
and any other policy matter

·

Any matter that is sub-judice or has been decided upon by a court of law or by SBP is
outside the purview of the Banking Mohtasib

·

Grievances of bank employees or ex employees pertaining to terms and conditions of
their service fall outside the jurisdiction of the Banking Mohtasib00000000000000000000

The Banking Mohtasib may suggest procedural improvements at banks so that generalized
systemic deficiencies are removed and service standards improved. He may also recommend
to the State Bank to initiate an enquiry or take suitable action against a bank which has acted
in violation of banking laws, procedures, regulations, or directives of the State Bank.00000000000
The law also provides that where complainants or banks do not agree with Banking Mohtasibs
findings, they can appeal to State Bank of Pakistan within a period of 30 days otherwise the
Order becomes final and binding. The Order passed by the Mohtasib, or any Order passed by
the SBP in appeal, if not implemented within forty days renders the bank concerned to such
an action as SBP may deem fit, including the imposition of fine or penalty.0000000000000000000

Public Awareness
Complaint Forms, FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) Leaflets and Posters titled Banking
Mohtasib and You, both in English and Urdu, are sent to branches of all commercial banks
for awareness of bank customers about Banking Mohtasibs functions.0000000000000000000000
The Banking Mohtasib website is regularly updated and carries useful information regarding
our scope of service, complaint procedure (with printable complaint forms), and appeal process.
Law governing Banking Mohtasib (Chapter IV-A of Banking Companies Ordinance, 1962), BMP
Annual Reports, briefs on the Federal and Provincial Ombudsman in Pakistan, and useful links
are also available at the website.
The State Bank on the recommendation of Banking Mohtasib has directed the banks to print
at a prominent place on the account statement the following message:000000000000000000000
For complaints which remain unresolved beyond 45 days, you may write to Banking
Mohtasib Pakistan, Shaheen Complex, M.R. K iyani Road, Karachi or visit.
www.bankingmohtasib.gov.pk.
Annual Report 2011
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This has indeed gone a long way in spreading the message to the banking customers.00000000000
The Annual Reports in printed form is also released to the Print and Electronic Media as a part
of public awareness programme.

Administrative Expenses
All expenses are charged proportionately to commercial banks. Administrative expenses
incurred during the year were Rs.71,293,347/- which compared with Rs.60,334,449/- during
2010. The 18% increase (in expenses) was due to increase in salaries of employees and provision
for leave as per IFRS (International Financial Reporting Standards), annual increase in rent of
office premises, and increase in the rates of utilities. The amount of expenses also include
capital expenditure on purchase of a motor vehicle, purchase of LCDs for replacement of old
monitors, and preparing and furnishing the Hearing Room at BMP Secretariat, Karachi.000000000
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Process Flow for Handling Complaints at BMP
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Types of Complaints
We receive two types of complaints:

a) Informal Complaints:
These are the complaints which are not submitted by adopting the procedure as laid down
in the Law.
Upon receipt of informal complaints, procedural guidance is provided to complainants and,
where warranted, banks are asked to resolve the issue. During the year 2726 such complaints
were received out of which 2646 complaints were suitably addressed and disposed of up to
31st December, 2011. As against this 2138 informal complaints were received during the year
2010.

··
·

Further breakup of informal complaints is given below:
·
Informal services provided to walk-in complainants by our Officers
·
Complaints made in writing but without completing the prescribed
legal mandatory requirements
·
Complaints received via email
Total informal complaints

484
1,604
638
2,726

The monthly average of informal complaints received during 2011 is 227, which reflects 27.5%
increase over the monthly average of 178 such complaints received during 2010.00000000000000

b) Formal Complaints:
These are complaints which are submitted in writing and in accordance with the procedure
prescribed in chapter IV A of the Banking Companies Ordinance, 1962 i.e. on the prescribed
complaint form, duly attested by an Oath Commissioner, and after a notice has already been
served upon the Bank.
Formal complaints received during the year 2011 were 896, showing a monthly average of
about 75 reflecting a 14.4% decrease over a total of 1047 complaints in 2010 and having the
monthly average of 87. However, the combined total of formal and informal complaints comes
to 3622 in 2011 and shows an overall increase of 13.7% over total of 3185 complaints in 2010.
Given below is a yearly comparison of formal and informal complaints received, starting from
2005, the year the Banking Mohtasib office started functioning:
Formal and Informal Complaints  A Year-wise Comparison
Year
2005 *
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
Total

Formal Complaints
594
1005
1580
1390
1608
1047
896
8120

Informal Complaints
250
900
2029
2544
1615
2138
2726
12202

Total
844
1905
3609
3934
3223
3185
3622
20322

* from May 2, 2005
The 13.7% rise in total complaints received during the year 2011 is largely due to the increase
in informal complaints. The decline in the number of formal complaints is mainly due to our
initiative of dealing with the complaints at the initial stage by providing a speedy resolution
of problems wherever possible. Many complaints are now resolved through phone calls, fax,
or emails without the need for lodging a formal complaint.
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The annual traffic of formal complaints and informal complaints of the Banking Mohtasib
function since inception is illustrated below with the help of a bar chart and a trend:00000000000
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The Resolution Process
In handling complaints, the main objective is to facilitate the resolution through an amicable
process of reconciliation. Due to our constant interaction with senior management in the field,
banks usually make direct contact with the complainants during the enquiry phase, resolve
their grievances, and obtain letters of satisfaction.
Where resolution is not forthcoming, the issue is analyzed and the concerned bank presented
with our findings and recommendations on how best to settle the dispute. In most cases,
banks accept the recommendations and the dispute is resolved. However, where banks contest
the recommendations, they are provided an opportunity of Hearing in terms of Section 82D
(3) of the Banking Companies Ordinance, 1962 and an appropriate formal Order is issued.0000000
Given below is the table showing an yearly comparison of the total number of orders passed
since inception against the total number of complaints resolved, followed by a graphic illustration
depicting the yearly comparison of total cases decided through formal hearings and through
reconciliation process:
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Summary - Complaint (Formal) Flow in 2011
As on January 1, 2011 there were 106 unresolved complaints. 896 complaints were received
during the year, out of these 684 were resolved amicably through reconciliation while orders
were passed in 139 cases. 80 complaints were rejected either for not fulfilling the required
mandatory legal process or for not falling within our jurisdiction. 99 complaints were outstanding
as on December 31, 2011. The position is summarized as under.
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Complaint Categories
Let us now look at the overall (total) complaints received in the year 2011 under different
categories, as compared with those received in 2010. As mentioned earlier in the report, the
combined total of formal and informal complaints shows an overall increase of 13.7% over
2010, largely due to the increase in informal complaints.
The table followed by a chart illustrates the comparison between the total complaints received
during 2011 and 2010 under major categories.

* figures within (brackets) show the decreasing trend.
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Complaints received under the category of Consumer Products may further be broken down
in following three major categories.

2011
2010
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Complaint Categories: Formal Complaints
Formal complaints received during the years 2011 and 2010 may be classified in the following
broad categories:

Advances, Loans & Deposits

Gross Dereliction of Duty in
dealing with customers

Corruption or Malafide Practice
by Bank Officers

* figures within (brackets) show the decreasing trend.
From the above comparison, it may be observed that overall there has been a decrease of
19.3% in formal complaints relating to Consumer Products; Advances, Loans & Deposits; and
ATMs when compared with the corresponding numbers in 2010. This may be attributed to a
general downward trend in the consumer products market complemented by an increased
public awareness about the terms and conditions involved in lending, especially in consumer
financing. The reason behind increase in locker cases during the year was receipt of a number
of complaints from different parts of Swat regarding breakage and looting of contents of lockers
in different localities during insurgency in the past years.
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The bar chart given below illustrates the comparison between the formal complaints received
during 2011 and 2010 under major categories:
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Formal complaints received under the category of Consumer Products may further be broken
down in following three major categories.

The above illustrations show 15.8% reduction in the number of complaints for Credit Cards
as compared to 2010. Similarly, Auto Loans complaints have registered an 18.1% decrease as
compared to 2010, while Consumer Loans complaints rose by 43.8%.

Disposal of Complaints
The chart given below shows the disposal status of the 896 formal complaints received during
the year 2011, while the table gives a comparison of total complaints (formal) received in 2010
and 2011:
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Rejection Pattern of Complaints
From the above table, it can be seen that in the year 2011, 77 complaints (8.6% of total formal
complaints) were rejected. Out of these, 32 (41.5%) complaints related to cases that were
either decided by SBP/ Courts or were pending with them, while 18 (23.4%) related to writeoff in loan markup. Six complaints (7.8%) were against Non-Bank Financial Institutions/
Microfinance Banks which are outside our jurisdiction, while the rest related to bank policy
matters, such as levy of charges under banks schedule of charges, reduction in loan markup
rates, loan grant or write-off requests, frivolous complaints, or those where the complainants
did not comply with the mandatory legal requirement of serving a notice to the bank.0000000000
The following chart illustrates the rejection pattern of complaints received in 2011:000000000000
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Bank-wise Disposal of Complaints
In addition to 896 formal complaints received during the year 2011, 106 complaints pertained
to previous years and were unresolved as on December 31, 2010. The following tables show
bank-wise disposal of these 1002 complaints:
Table 1: Bank-wise disposal of 1002 complaints received during the year 2011
and brought forward from previous years
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Table 2: Bank-wise disposal of 896 complaints received during the year 2011
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Table 3: Bank-wise disposal of 106 complaints brought forward from previous years
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Complaints per Branch
Table showing the number of complaints received against each bank during the year 2011
taking into account bank size in terms of its branches
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It is accepted that the complaints data as presented, may still not project a fair reflection of
a banks service quality owing to the size of their portfolio. Even if the complaints are measured
against the number of customers of a bank, it would not be reflective of true position owing
to the fact that it is not possible to take into account the number of utility bills collected at a
branch which is sizeable and also proves to generate complaints. Thus, how best to present
complaints data is an endless debate. We expect readers to keep the foregoing in mind while
making comparisons.
No formal complaint has been received against the following six banks during the year 2011:
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Observations on Service Culture
Observing and maintaining quality service standards is the crux of banking. There cannot be
two opinions that with the introduction of consumer financing, banking industry has become
a service industry. It is also a fact that customers frequently offer feedback which at times
takes the form of a complaint. No matter how the delivery, it comes down to what is done
with the feedback and the way banks resolve the complaints which is crucial. In depth analysis
of complaints received from its customers provides an opportunity to a bank's management
to further improve the features of its products; it should be accepted in good grace and not
defended or controverted where the bank's fault is evident.
In 2011, we came across cases where banks were found negligent in fulfilling their duties but
still maintained an indifferent, and at times resentful, attitude towards the complainant and
the complaint resolution process. In many cases, despite the complainant having served the
mandatory notice to the concerned bank, the bank remained adamant or indifferent to the
customer's complaint. The following examples highlight this attitude:
The complainant, an employee of a state-owned enterprise, stated that he maintained his
account with a Bank for 14 years. On October 3, 2011, he applied for an ATM Card and submitted
the required form along with a copy of his CNIC. After the time given, when he approached
the Bank, his ATM Application Form was returned for want of the requisite CNIC copy. He then
resubmitted the form along with the CNIC copy. When the ATM Card was not delivered to him
even after about 25 days, he visited the Bank again but he was then asked to show his CNIC
in original which per chance he was not carrying with him at that time. According to the
complainant, he told the CSM that he was their old account holder and that a CNIC copy was
available in the Bank's record, but to no avail. When the complainant reported the matter to
the Branch Manager, both the CSM and the Branch Manager allegedly misbehaved with him.
They also reported against the complainant to his employers.
Later, the complainant approached us once again to report that a cheque presented by him
at the counter of another Branch of the Bank was returned to him with the objection that his
CNIC had expired. He provided us copy of his CNIC, issued on 11-03-2002 with validity up to
29.02.12, which was available in the Bank's record.
The above case can be considered a glaring example of arrogant and vengeful attitude adopted
by the field functionaries of some banks.
In another case, a complainant availed an Auto Finance facility from a Bank with the repayment
period spread over five years. The Bank deducted installments through cheques for about 2
years and then suddenly stopped deduction without any intimation to the borrower. The
borrower on his part kept on depositing monthly installments in his account and also wrote
reminder letters to the manager for deduction, adding that he would not be responsible for
any late payment charges. After a few months, he received a legal notice from the Bank asking
him to pay the overdue installments together with late payment penalties. He contacted the
Bank and explained the factual position but the Bank insisted on late payment charges. The
complainant then approached us and on our intervention, the Bank issued a clearance certificate
to the complainant without charging late payment fee.
The matter could have been resolved without involvement of the Banking Mohtasib had the
Bank's staff revisited the issue and checked the account before demanding late payment
charges from the complainant and particularly when he approached the Bank with the evidence
of repayments made by him.
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In yet another case (included as a separate case study in this report), the complainant, who
was the Managing Director of certain flour mills, was issued two crossed Payees Account
Only cheques for a total amount of Rs.5.735 million, payable to the Flour Mills under a contract
with a Government Department. The cheques were collected by his representative who was
only authorised for the purpose of collection of cheques and their deposit in the account of
the Flour Mills. The complainant alleged that the proceeds of the cheques were, in connivance
with the representative and in blatant contravention of Section 123-A of the Negotiable
Instruments Act, 1881, credited by the bank in the representative's personal account although
the Flour Mill did not have any account with that bank. Upon enquiry, the bank admitted that
due to oversight of the bank's junior staff, the cheques were erroneously credited in a personal
account. It, however, contended that the complainant had lodged the complaint after a long
and unexplained delay. The bank completely failed to show how that delay disentitled the
complainant from a remedy against the totally illegal act of the bank.
These and many more such incidents show that banks still need to improve their internal
processes and service standards to provide service that is quick, responsible, error-free, and
convenient. Such actions on the part of bank functionaries (like the instances quoted above)
not only expose their bank to reputational risk but also affect the business development efforts
of the bank. Banks should not lose sight of the fact that about 90% of the banking system is
in private sector, and there is a need for banks to focus on the issue which incidentally is the
legacy of the times when the banks were in public sector.
To help establish a customer service culture, staff members need to have resources and the
training to be able to resolve customer problems with full knowledge of the relevant banking
laws and practices. Without any doubt, investing in personnel education and service discipline
gives a bank a competitive advantage, the ultimate reward for providing excellent service being
that the customers keep coming back. As pointed out in the last report also, the acid test of
service culture lies in demonstrating compassion and a service oriented mindset while responding
to complaints.
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Analysis of Systemic Issues with Recommendations
During the course of investigation of complaints, we sometimes come across systemic deficiencies
and control weaknesses within banks. Such weaknesses are brought to the attention of senior
bank management. For issues of a critical nature, a report is submitted to the State Bank of
Pakistan for their information and necessary action.
During the year under report, we handled many complaints where lack of prudent banking
practices facilitated frauds. There were also instances that highlighted a need for amendment
in the relevant laws or required fresh regulatory instructions. For some systemic issues, we
have also proposed a role of Pakistan Banks' Association (PBA) in their resolution. All these
recommendations have been conveyed to the State Bank of Pakistan.
This section highlights these issues not only to facilitate appropriate regulatory intervention
but also to increase awareness of the stakeholders, so vital for ensuring a healthy and efficient
banking system.

1. Filing and signing of customers' application by bank officials
Instances have come to our notice where the customers, especially the illiterate who are
usually not able to fill in the required forms for funds transfer, request the bank's official to
fill in the forms for them. At times the bank's staff does so and sometimes even signs the
forms. Later, complaints of embezzlement of money are raised by such customers.0000000000000
We have recommended that the State Bank may refer the issue to PBA to consider issuing
instructions that bank's staff should only accept remittance application forms which have been
signed by their customers or their thumb impressions are affixed in the presence of a responsible
bank official. Where an illiterate client makes such requests, the bank officials should further
make a note on the form that the contents were duly read out to the client before his thumb
impression was placed on the form. Moreover, bank's staff should not fill in deposit slips,
cheques, and remittance forms for their customers.

2. Internet Banking transactions by less educated/ illiterate customers
It has been observed that some recruiting agents offer jobs to uneducated or partly educated
persons in foreign countries and lure them into opening bank accounts and depositing substantial
amounts in the newly opened accounts as a prerequisite for obtaining visas. While opening
the account, such persons are asked to sign account opening forms, filled in by these agents,
which also include the instructions to use Internet Banking facility of the bank. Subsequently,
the password/ PIN number for operating the internet banking account is obtained by the
recruiting agent as he has access to all the personal information of the account holders including
the phone numbers. Later, the amount deposited in the accounts is withdrawn through internet
banking transactions by these agents.
It was recommended that the banks should ensure before approving any request for internet
banking that the prospective account holder understands the basics of the facility, particularly
the importance of maintaining the secrecy of the PIN number/ password (subsequently provided
to them by the Bank) and which is to be used for operating the internet banking account. They
should also be warned of the possible risks of misuse of internet banking by other persons.
Preferably, an indemnity bond should also be got signed in order to safeguard the interest of
the Bank.
It would also be helpful if a minimum education level is prescribed for extending such facility
to the customers.
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3. Encashment of cheques by unscrupulous persons by fraudulent alteration
There have been instances of frauds whereby persons claiming to be representatives of a
Government organization visit shopkeepers selling building material etc and other merchant
ware and indicate their intention of purchasing the material. After negotiating the price, they
ask the shopkeeper to give a pay order for Rs.500/- for registration/ enlistment of his shop
with the Government organization as an approved supplier. When the unsuspecting shopkeeper
tries to arrange for a pay order from a bank, the imposters tell the shopkeeper that they have
other work to do and cannot wait for the time it takes to get the pay order issued. They then
propose that instead, a cheque for a small amount, say Rs.500/-, would do. The shopkeeper
thereupon gives them a cheque for Rs.500/-.
The cheque is later chemically altered for a larger amount which is then withdrawn either in
cash or through collection using the online Modem. The fraud has been reported from a
number of places, especially from Sialkot, Faisalabad, and Karachi.
We have proposed that PBA may be asked to consider advising the zonal and field staff of
Banks to create awareness amongst the shopkeepers of their respective area about this type
of fraud and advise them not to issue any cheque against such inducement.000000000000000000

4. New Cheque books issued to non-account holders
It has been observed that a number of bank branches issue cheque books on the basis of loose
requisition slips and letters purported to be issued by the account holder stating that the
cheque books issued to him earlier had been stolen or lost. When a new cheque book is issued
to the holder of the letter it is used to draw money through forged cheques. After issuance
of this cheque book, at times the unsuspecting account holder draws cheques from the old
cheque book, which are also encashed by the bank notwithstanding the fact that the earlier
cheque book is reported stolen or lost. In order to curb the incidence of fraud in such cases,
it was proposed that while issuing a new cheque book on the basis of a loose requisition slip,
the presence of the account holder and his written confirmation should be ensured by the
branch staff. Besides, in case of loss of cheque book, a caution mark should be put in the
account.

5. Fraudulent payment of cheques payee not available at address given in
CNIC
Banks make payment of cheques at remote branches using the 'On-Line' facility. There have
been instances where payment of a forged cheque was made by a remote branch to the bearer
of the cheque after obtaining CNIC copy of the payee or the bearer. When the account holder
lodged a complaint about the payment of the cheque under his forged signatures and
investigation was carried out by the Bank, it transpired that the person to whom the forged
cheque was paid was not available at the address given in the CNIC or in the Verisys System
of NADRA, thus defeating the very purpose of obtaining CNIC. Efforts made to ascertain the
identity of the person remained unfruitful due to bureaucratic hurdles, like routing of request
through different ministries and departments of the Government.
This has placed the banks and account holders in a difficult position as the trail is lost and they
are unable to recover their money. Besides, in a number of cases, the forged cheques were
collected in a bank account but the account holder was not available at the address given in
CNIC. It, therefore, appears desirable that the condition to obtain an introduction from a known
person or an account holder of the Bank may be reintroduced by SBP. Besides, NADRA may
be asked to provide the details of the persons certifying the particulars of such account holders/
payees to the bank to enable them to take necessary criminal action against such persons.0000000
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6. Cheque deposited for collection and lost in transit
In certain cases, a cheque deposited by a customer is lost in transit after it is presented and
not paid by the collecting bank to the customer. Ordinarily, the problem can be resolved if
another cheque is provided by the drawer in lieu of the lost one. However, in some cases, the
drawer of the cheque is not traceable or refuses to issue a fresh cheque, and thus a fresh
cheque in lieu of lost cheque cannot be obtained. In such cases, the depositor is not only
deprived of the amount of the cheque but also of the remedy of registering an FIR against the
drawer of the cheque under Section 489 F of the Pakistan Penal Code or filing a summary Civil
Suit.
At times, the courier employed by the bank and responsible for loss of the cheque refuses to
pay the amount of the lost cheque on the plea that compensation was not provided in the
agreement.
To address this issue, the following has been proposed:
i.

PBA reviews the matter to decide whether a courier company should be made responsible
for the loss of a cheque in transit by its staff. In case the responsibility lies with courier
companies, it may be made a part of the agreement to be executed between the bank
and the courier company. They may also be asked to examine feasibility of a Blanket
Insurance arrangement between the collecting bank and its courier company to cover
risk of loss of cheque in transit.

ii.

In the context of bounced cheques lost in transit the relevant laws maybe amended
to accept the image of the cheque in lieu of lost cheque duly certified by the Bank for
the purpose by filing criminal complaint under Section 489F of the PPC or a summary
suit under order 37 of CPC.

In some cases, cheque drawn on a bank within Pakistan deposited for collection is lost by the
collecting branch even before it was presented to the paying branch and fresh cheque cannot
be obtained as the issuer of the cheque is not traceable. For such cases, we proposed the
following:
i.

In case of outstation cheques sent for collection within Pakistan, a photocopy of the
cheque should be retained by the collecting banks for use at a later date to have a
record of its contents and dates and completeness

ii.

As soon as it comes to the knowledge of a collecting bank that a cheque has been lost,
it should inform the paying bank about the loss of cheque so that caution can be marked
against its payment. The drawee bank should cooperate with the collecting bank to
exercise caution against payment of the lost cheque.

III.

Proof of Dispatch (PODs) of cheques should be preserved for cheques sent for Collection
within Pakistan for at least three years.

7.

Frauds involving pay orders

During the course of our investigations, we came across instances where some unscrupulous
persons used pay orders issued by banks to swindle the money of unsuspecting sellers of
property. Their modus operandi is that they purchase pay order(s) from a bank without
mentioning the purpose for which the pay order is required although this information is
specifically required in the application form of the bank. A little after receiving the pay order,
they approach the bank stating that the pay order is lost and ask for a duplicate. After completing
the formalities for issuance of a duplicate pay order, i.e. registration of FIR and indemnity
bonds, they manage to get the duplicate pay order from the bank. In the meantime, the seller
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of the property is shown the original pay order, the property got registered and the deal
finalised by handing over the original pay order. One day before the date of registration of the
sale deed, the duplicate pay order is got encashed on the basis of a purported statement of
the seller on the back of the pay order along with a doctored photocopy of the CNIC stating
that the deal has been cancelled. The statement carries the forged signatures of the seller of
the property.
The bank credits the amount to the account of the purchaser which is immediately withdrawn.
When the original pay order is received in clearing from the bank of the seller, it is wrongfully
returned with the objection 'Reported lost and cancelled'. When the seller visits to the sold
property, he finds it occupied by some unscrupulous persons.
In order to address the issue, we have recommended that the following procedure should be
adopted for ample prudence and for preventing such a fraud:
i.

While issuing pay orders of Rs.100,000/- and above, it must be ensured that all particulars
are filled in the prescribed application form of the bank, particularly the details regarding
beneficiary and purpose for which the pay order is required.

ii.

Where possible, the contact details of the beneficiary should also be obtained.000000000

iii.

The request for issuance of duplicate pay order, particularly for the one issued for
purchase of property, should be examined thoroughly and the duplicate pay order
should be issued/ encashed only after ascertaining the position from the beneficiary
and obtaining his consent to the issuance of the duplicate Pay Order.00000000000000000

8. Use of stolen cheques to maliciously incriminate account holders
We made a recommendation to the State Bank early last year that Banks should be compelled
to follow and abide by the contents of BPRD Circular NO. BPRD-31 of the 12th October, 2009
which requires that the Bank should record correct and complete reasons for dishonoring
cheques.
This has not happened, however, as we have continued to receive complaints where typically
a person steals a blank cheque, and maliciously makes an instrument for a very large sum
deliberately far exceeding the balance of the victim's account. He then either presents it to
the Bank himself or gives it to someone else against some consideration. The cheque is not
only forged but also made with the sole purpose of having it dishonored. The banks while
returning the cheques did not give all the reasons i.e. forged signature, alteration etc. A case
is then maliciously got registered and the victim arrested under Section 489 F of the PPC
(dishonestly issuing a cheque) and detained during protracted prosecution or other legal
proceedings. It may well be seen that dishonoring of a cheque due to insufficiency of funds
entails action under section 489-F of the Pakistan Penal Code, and incorrect, incomplete, or
misleading reasons recorded by banks can cause wrongful arrest and detention of the account
holders.

9. ATM/ Debit Cards
ATM/ Debit Cards carry Pin Codes for withdrawal of cash from ATMs with fixed per day cash
withdrawal limit and a tab on number of attempts per day on ATM. However, when the ATM
or Debit Cards are used for making purchases of goods, neither is a PIN code required nor per
day utilization limit on the value of the goods purchased is applicable. Besides, SMS alerts,
which work as an effective deterrent against misuse, are not available to ATM/ Debit Card
Holders for transactions on ATMs as well as on merchants. Thus, when ATM / Debit Cards are
lost or stolen, the thief has an access to the entire balance in an account holder's account.0000000
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In one such incident, the complainant got his ATM card blocked the same day it was misplaced.
But the very next day, two transactions totaling Rs.17,188/- were executed for shopping through
his lost ATM card.
It is observed that a couple of banks have partially introduced PIN Codes for use of ATM/ Debit
Cards for purchase of goods by providing compatible POS machines to merchants which require
insertion of PIN Code provided to them.
We have suggested to the State Bank that in line with the practice in place for use of ATM/
Debit Cards at ATMs requiring insertion of PIN Code, their usage at POS machine should also
be made conditional for insertion of PIN Code by cardholder on the POS machines where per
day utilization limit, as fixed for cash withdrawal, should equally apply and SMS Alerts should
be made mandatory for each transaction authorized by the Bank's host, be it for ATM cash
withdrawal or use at a merchant outlet.

10. Partial cash retraction by ATMs
Instances have been reported where a customer used ATM card to withdraw cash from his
account and completed the required process to carry out the transaction. However, the machine
retracted a portion of the cash to be dispensed and released a print out showing withdrawal
of the full amount. On enquiry from the Bank, it was stated that the existing software did not
provide for indicating the amount retracted in each transaction.
It has also been pointed out that partial retraction of cash by ATMs might be due to the software
used in banks. It was, therefore, recommended that the State Bank may consider advising the
Banks to modify the ATM software to record and release a print out showing the exact amount
retracted by the machine.

11. New business account
Instances have come to notice where some unscrupulous persons getting hold of the Letter
Head of a firm managed to open an account in the firm's name and got a cheque issued in the
firm's name credited to the account and made off with the money. As also pointed out last
year, the existing Prudential Regulations are silent about the KYC requirement of 'sole
proprietorship' and in practice, the existing requirement for 'individuals' are applied in such
cases.
It has been proposed that when a bank account is opened in a business name, the person
opening the account should be introduced by a reputable account holder and should be made
to indemnify the bank with a surety that he is the sole proprietor of the firm and also that,
to the best of his knowledge, no other person is carrying on business in the same name and
style.

12. Deduction of withholding tax on purchase of prize bonds through crossed cheques
Banks are not clear about the provisions of section 231A of Income Tax Ordinance requiring
deduction of Withholding Tax on cash withdrawals from deposit accounts and other similar
transaction carried out by them against cash. A bank deducted Withholding Tax from a client
on purchase of National Prize Bonds from his bank against a crossed cheque drawn on its
branch for the value. The Bank issued its own cheque drawn on local branch of SBP BSC to
purchase Prize Bonds.
Prize Bond constitutes a significant portion of domestic debt. Since the instructions on the
subject lack clarity and different practices are being adopted by different banks, there is a need
to have uniform practice by all banks. It is, however, our considered view that purchase of
Prize Bond through cheques irrespective of whether these are drawn on the same bank or
some other bank, should not be subject to withholding tax. It was, therefore, proposed that
the SBP may like to seek clarification in the matter from the FBR/ Central Directorate of National
Savings.
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13. Unclaimed deposits surrendered to SBP: delayed processing for refund
A bank surrendered the amount held under its All Time Income/ Perpetual Income Scheme
to SBP when the scheme was disbanded on the assumption that it was an unclaimed deposit.
In fact, the deposit belonged to the Bank and the customer was entitled to the perpetual profit
as per terms and condition of the Scheme. However, when the scheme was unilaterally revoked
by the bank, the amount deposited by the customer became due and payable. The period of
10 years, therefore, should have been reckoned from the date the amount was to be returned
to the customer and not from the date it was invested in the Scheme.

14. Islamic Bank not accepting utility bills after due date
An Islamic Bank declined to receive utility bill after expiry of its due date on the grounds that
it included a surcharge for late payment. When clarification was sought from the Bank, it
explained that the amount of surcharge is in the nature of penalty which can not be collected
as per ruling of its Sharia Advisor/ Board. It was pointed out to the Bank that gas and electricity
are commodities and Islamic Law permits increase in cost on deferred payment basis. Besides,
the bank was collecting the amount as an agent of the utility company. Here it may not be out
of place to mention that the Supreme Court has also ordered the provision of every relief to
the customers paying the utilities bill.
The stance adopted by the Bank created confusion and led to unnecessary and unpleasant
arguments at the Bank's counter between the consumers and the bank staff. It was, therefore,
desirable that the procedure for acceptance of bill after its due date is made uniform for all
banks.
We suggested that SBP may instruct the Islamic Banks to receive the bills including late payment
surcharge as it passes the entire amount collected by it to the utility company without retaining
for itself any part of it from the surcharge amount included in the bill.00000000000000000000000
SBP vide IBD Circular Letter No.1 dated July 8, 2011 advised all Islamic Banking Institutions
(IBIs) to collect utility bills within and after the due date at their branches.00000000000000000000

15. Writ Petition by Banks in the High Courts without first filing an appeal
before SBP
It has been observed that some banks aggrieved by an order passed by the BMP have filed
writ petitions under Article 199 of the Constitution in the High Court without first filing an
appeal before SBP in accordance with the Banking Companies Ordinance, 1962 (BCO). Article
199 expressly stipulates that a petition may be filed under it only when the petitioner has no
other adequate, alternative remedy. It was, therefore, proposed that banks should be instructed
to exhaust the appellate procedure provided by the BCO before approaching the High Court
in its constitutional jurisdiction.

16.

Electronic transactions

Electronic Transactions Ordinance specifically bars its applications to the Negotiable Instruments
defined in Section 13 of Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881. This Ordinance was promulgated
in 2002, much before the advent of Online Banking in Pakistan. The position needs to be
reviewed in the changed circumstance. It was suggested that SBP may consider advising the
Federal Government to issue a notification in this regard under Section 31(2) of the Ordinance.000
Secondly, the Payment Systems and Electronic Fund Transfers Act, 2007 in its definition of
Payment Instruments expressly excludes payment instruments prescribed in the Negotiable
Instruments Act, 1881 although it proceeds to define a 'Truncated Cheque'.000000000000000000
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It is felt that this state of the law may cause complications, among other things, of cheques
collected online. In this regard, we have referred to the recent amendments in Sections 6, 64,
89, and 131 of the Indian Negotiable Instruments Act and requested SBP to consider the
enactment of similar amendments in the Negotiable Instruments Act in force in Pakistan.0000000

17.

Amendments in Chapter IV-A of Banking Companies Ordinance, 1962

A set of eight amendments proposed in Chapter IV-A of Banking Companies Ordinance, 1962
have been forwarded to State Bank of Pakistan to remove deficiencies and ensure speedy
processing of complaints.
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Activities and Initiatives
1. Speedy disposal of complaints
For the year 2011, we had set ourselves the goal to reduce the average time period taken for
resolving a complaint from 101 days in 2010 to 45 days. It is a matter of satisfaction that we
achieved our goal, as the average time period for complaint resolution stands at an average
of 45 days as on December 31, 2011, despite the fact that the proposed amendment is yet to
be implemented.

2. Meetings with Regional Heads
During the year 2011, meetings with Regional Heads of banks were held at Hyderabad, Sukkur,
Muzaffarabad, and Mirpur (AK). In these meetings, the Regional Heads were updated about
the working of the Banking Mohtasib office, our expectations in the matter of dealing with
the complaints, and the reputational risk involved in failure of banks to attend to the complaints
promptly. These meetings also provided necessary guidance for providing quick complaint
resolution and proactive service approach.

3. Meeting with Chamber of Commerce & Industry, Sialkot
On February 28, 2011, Banking Mohtasib visited Sialkot Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(SCCI) and discussed matters of mutual interest with the local business community and bankers
at a special joint meeting. In his address, the Banking Mohtasib assured the business community
that Banking Mohtasib Pakistan was taking adequate measures towards speedy resolution of
the complaints and problems of the consumers. He emphasized the need for creating awareness
among the common people about the role and functioning of the BMP.000000000000000000000

4. Learning initiatives
In the year under review, our staff attended a range of learning programs including refresher
trainings relating to dispute resolution, a training workshop on self development, as well as
an international conference. Specifically, the following events were attended by the BMP staff
in the year 2011:
i.

International Conference on Corporate Finance & Economic Challenges attended by
Mr. Farman Ali Fazal Bhai, Senior Manager, Finance and Ms. Samreen Tejani, Deputy
Manager, on April 9, 2011. The conference theme was to highlight the financial and
economic challenges faced by the developing nations and eminent scholars from SAARC
region were invited as speakers.

ii.

Workshop on Work Smarter, Not Harder, attended by Mr. Shahan Sheikh, Deputy
Manager and Ms. Afshan Inam, Assistant Manager, on August 24, 2011. The workshop
focused on time management skills to increase workplace productivity000000000000000

iii.

Workshop on Alternate Dispute Resolution and Mediation Techniques held on October
24-25, 2011, dealt with theoretical and practical aspects of dispute management,
including out-of-court settlement on trivial issues. It was attended by BMP Advisors
Mr. Mushtaq Ahmed, Mr. Nazimuddin Siddiqui, Mr. Shams Qadri, and Ms. Talat Munir,
as well as Syed Muhammad Murtaza Naqvi, Manager Investigation.
0
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5. Technology
Like the previous year, out-dated computer equipment was replaced with modern and efficient
units and components in 2011. In this regard, one laptop and nine LCD monitors, together
with other IT accessories, were purchased for BMP Karachi Secretariat. Our complaint processing
system BOCTS was further improved and upgraded, and our website was revamped and now
carries a new look. A large number of complainants visit our website directly and access the
information they need, including downloading of complaint forms, and send emails to register
their complaints with us.

6. Human resource initiatives
During the year 2011, staff recruitments under regular terms of service were made to strengthen
the overall organization structure and ensure excellence and consistency in our work. The year
also saw implementation of HR policies and regulations initiated in 2010 to provide a career
path to staff. This brings in a feeling of security and contributes towards maintaining a
consistently fair, impartial, and professional service. The following policies were put into effect
in 2011 for the regularized and newly recruited staff:
i.
ii.
iii.
IV.

Staff Provident Fund and Staff Gratuity Fund Trusts established with proper investment
of balances of respective Funds
Group Health Insurance for the regular staff
Group Life Insurance for all members of staff
Domestic Travel Insurance covering accidental deaths/ permanent disablement in
performance of duty
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Case Studies
Case Study 1
The complainant maintained an account with Bank A in Lahore. While she was in Canada, she
issued a cheque of Rs.412,000/- as Zakat donation payable to Shaukat Khanum Memorial
Cancer Hospital, mailed the cheque drawn on Bank A to its Branch Office on March 23, 2008,
and told the Bank that she had done so.
After a few days, when she asked Bank A for a receipt, she learnt that the said cheque was
collected by Bank B in Karachi. It transpired that her mail was pilfered, the payees name on
the cheque altered, and presented to Bank A through Bank B. Bank A confirmed that the
cheque was altered and beneficiarys name changed. As the signature on the alteration/ change
was apparently found matching with that of the drawer in Bank As record, the cheque was
cleared by the Bank for payment.
When her Branch Manager followed up with the Branch Manager and Operations Manager
of the collecting bank (Bank B), they told him that they had blocked the account in which the
funds were credited. According to them, they had received other similar complaints and an
investigation was underway. However, the case remained unresolved for over two years and
ultimately the complainant lodged a complaint with us.
On scrutiny, it was noted that the drawers signatures were matching with those on record.
However, the payees name was mentioned as Shaukat Khanum in favour of Muhammad Afzal
Hospital.
Upon enquiry, Bank B submitted that payment of the disputed cheque was collected by it in
good faith and without negligence, and that the cheque was paid by Bank A after verifying the
signatures of the customer. It also maintained that according to Section 131 of the Negotiable
Instruments Act, 1881 (NIA), the collecting bank was not responsible/ liable to the true owner
while collecting the payment under the cheque, and the responsibility of payment lay with
the paying bank.
It was explained to the Bank that the role of collecting bank was equally important because
the culprit used the Bank as a channel and managed collection of the disputed cheque in the
account opened/ maintained with them. It was also pointed out to the Bank that it had erred
in relying upon Section 131 of the NIA because the Section provides protection to those bankers
who receive payment of a crossed cheque for a customer in good faith and the customer has
no title or defective title thereto. Lack of good faith and gross negligence was clear when the
cheque on the face of it was altered to be made payable to a Hospital with the culprits name
added by alteration and the Bank failed to notice the discrepancy.
Bank B then confirmed having issued Pay order for Rs.412,000/- in favour of the complainant
and delivered to Bank A towards the settlement of the complaint.
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Case Study 2
The complainant maintained PLS account with a Bank in a remote area. According to him, he
wrote a cheque for Rs.15,000/- but his account was debited with an amount of Rs.45,000/instead of Rs.15,000/-. The complainant alleged that the cheque was fraudulently altered
under his forged signatures to make the amount as Rs.45,000/-, and thus an excess amount
of Rs.30,000/- was wrongfully debited from his account. He demanded refund of Rs.30,000/from the Bank.
The Bank in response took the plea that the complainant had himself confessed to having
drawn the cheque and had confirmed the genuineness of his signature on the cheque. It
maintained that the amount of Rs.15,000/- written on the cheque in figures was corrected
and authenticated by the complainant himself, whereas the amount appearing on the cheque
in words was clearly written as forty five thousand with no evidence of erasure or alteration.00000
The complainant, however, insisted that the alteration in the figure from Rs.15,000/- to
Rs.45,000/- was the handiwork of some Bank official as he had drawn cheque for Rs.15,000/only and had received the same amount in cash. The Bank was asked to forward the disputed
cheque in original for examination. Due to risk of misplacement in transit, the Bank requested
for a hearing.
In the hearing that ensued, the cheque was examined and no visible alteration was observed
in the amount written in words on the cheque. However, the amount in figures was corrected
and authenticated apparently by the drawer himself. When the cheque was shown to the
complainant through ultra violet lamp, he could not point out any erasure/ alteration or
overwriting except that the digit 1 was changed into 4. His attention was drawn to Section
18 of the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881, reproduced hereunder:
Where amount is stated differently in figures and words: If the amount undertaken or ordered
to be paid is stated differently in figures and in words, the amount stated in words shall be the
amount undertaken or ordered to be paid. Provided that if the words are ambiguous or
uncertain, the amount may be ascertained by referring to the figures.0000000000000000000000
Here, the amount in words was clear and unambiguous. The complainant, however, insisted
that he had drawn cheque for Rs.15,000/- only and received the same amount in cash.000000000
The complainant did not dispute that the cheque was drawn by him and also accepted that
he himself withdrew the cash. He was then shown reverse of the cheque where his signature
appeared in token of having received cash as 500x90=45,000/- in cashiers writing and also
the processing by system showing the amount disbursed as Rs.45,000/-. He could not answer
the query as to why he had not pointed out the discrepancy at the time of receiving cash.0000000
The complaint was rejected.
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Case Study 3
On November 15, 2005, the complainant applied for an agricultural loan of Rs.25,000/-. As
directed by the Branch Manager, he contacted the Head Cashier who took his pass book and
got his thumb impression on the loan documents, asking him to come back after 15 days. He
did so and thereafter made several visits to the Branch and enquired many times but was
always told that his case was being processed. Finally, he asked the Bank to return his pass
book as he did not require the loan any longer, but the pass book was not returned to him.
He came to know later that the same Head Cashier had absconded after committing fraud
with many customers and had also got sanctioned a loan of Rs.250,000/- on his pass book.
With the addition of mark up, the loan amount in his name rose to Rs.382,000/-, for which
the Bank was issuing him notices for repayment.
According to the Bank, the complainant had availed agricultural loan of Rs.250,000/- for the
first time on November 15, 2005, and after its adjustment, the limit was renewed in March
2008 for the same amount with fresh documents for renewal duly signed by him. However,
the sanctioning authority had not renewed his loan. On expiry of the finance period, the Bank
asked the borrower for adjustment of the outstanding amount. The Bank further added that
after detection of fraud, the people of the area started to lodge complaints to get relief from
their loan indebtedness, although there was no truth in their claims. As for the complainant,
it added, the Head Cashier belonged to his village and so he had lodged the complaint only
after the cashier had fled. The complainant, however, maintained that he had continuously
asked for the return of his pass book but the Head Cashier always told him that it would be
delivered to him after a few days, and since he had not received any notice for repayment in
the past, he had no idea that any loan had been sanctioned to him.
From the documents produced by the Bank, it appeared that the loan was renewed in 2008
after adjustment of a previous loan, as claimed by the Bank, but there was no approval from
the sanctioning authority. When the Bank was asked to explain how the loan was renewed
without any approval from the competent authority, it could not come up with a credible
answer. The complainant on the other hand denied having made any payment to adjust the
loan. He disowned his thumb impressions on any receipt voucher as a recipient of the loan
and also denied that he had executed any document for renewal of the loan. He contended
that he had not drawn any loan amount from the Bank, whatsoever.
On closer examination of documents, the thumb impressions on the loan renewal documents
were found not to be matching with those appearing on the loan application of the complainant,
which position was also confirmed by the handwriting expert. Besides, the renewal documents
presented by the Bank contained the purported signatures of the complainant whereas at the
time of applying for the loan in 2005, he had affixed his thumb impressions. These alleged
signatures of the complainant were also found to be forged as they did not match with his
specimen signatures obtained during the hearing. It thus became obvious that the Bank official
did not return his pass book to him and subsequently used it for sanction/ disbursement of
the loan in his name by affixing a forged thumb impression on receipt documents, thereby
fraudulently availing the loan amount.
Further, the Bank record clearly showed that the earlier liability, if any, against the complainant
stood adjusted as there had been no approval for renewal of the loan. Consequently, as evident
from the Banks own documents, the complainant could not be held liable for any sum of
money outstanding against him thereafter.
In view of the above, the Bank was directed to issue an NOC to the complainant and return
to him his pass book after getting the Banks charge vacated in the record of the revenue
department.
The Bank complied with the order.
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Case Study 4
The complainant as a project director of a Government Department stated that on July 9, 2008,
the department sent a letter to its contractors, M/s XYZ, and endorsed its copy to the concerned
Bank requesting for renewal or encashment of Bank Guarantee dated August 8, 2007, well in
time, that is, before its date of expiry. He complained that despite several requests and written
reminders, the Bank failed to encash the Guarantee.
The Bank took the stance that its record did not show that the departments letter dated July
9, 2008 for extension/ encashment of the Guarantee was received by it. Nor was there any
follow-up made by the complainant within three months of sending the encashment notice.
The complainant, however, produced copy of the departments letter which bore the signatures
of Ms A, an Officer of the Bank, claiming that it was received by the Bank on July 9, 2008.00000000
The department in its letter dated July 9, 2008 had not mentioned that the contractor had
used the mobilization advance for the purpose other than the cost of mobilization in respect
of the works. The Bank contended that the complainant in this regard failed to fulfill an
essential condition for lodgment of a claim against the Bank Guarantee, duly stipulated in it.
The complainant, however, pointed out that the Bank could have asked them to submit the
claim with the required statement about breach of contract, and in any case, the request to
the Bank was for renewal of Guarantee and if not renewed, it requested for encashment. It
asserted that the Bank was trying to evade its obligations on a frivolous plea, and that it stood
Guarantor on behalf of M/s XYZ.
Ms A admitted in the hearing that the signatures on the letter in acknowledgement of the
letter were indeed her signatures and stated that someone had come to the Bank, obtained
her signatures on the letter, and took the letter back with him and that she reported the
matter to the Manager. The Branch Manager confirmed that the matter was reported to him
but no report was made in writing for this incident in the Banks record.000000000000000000000
The decision on the complaint thus rested on two issues. The first issue was to decide whether
the claim for payment of the Bank Guarantee was filed within its validity period. The statement
of Ms A that the person who gave the letter to her took it back was not found acceptable
because it was not substantiated by the record produced by the Bank. Furthermore, the letter
was addressed to the contractor for extension or encashment of the Bank Guarantee, whereas
a claim for its encashment was required to be lodged with the Bank in the form and manner
stipulated in the Guarantee. It was also observed that the complainant had referred two options
to the contractor, which was a technical flaw, probably ignored because it was a copy of the
letter endorsed to the Bank.
The letter was thus considered to be delivered to the Bank.
The second issue concerned the mandatory condition of a written statement for encashment
of the Bank Guarantee to the effect that the contractor was in breach of his obligation under
the contract and used the Advance Payment for purposes other than the cost of mobilization
in respect of the works. A perusal of the Bank Guarantee confirmed that it did require the
beneficiary of the Bank Guarantee to submit such a statement with its first demand. The
complainant could not rebut the Banks stance and establish that the department adhered to
the specific terms prescribed in the Bank Guarantee for lodgment of a claim. The letter dated
July 9, 2008 containing the encashment directive was not filed with the Bank as per mandatory
terms and condition of the Guarantee.
As the complainant failed to prove that he had fulfilled all the mandatory requirements
mentioned in the Guarantee while lodging his claim to the Bank for encashment of Guarantee.
The complaint was, therefore, declined.
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Case Study 5
The complainant was a Partner in M/s ABC, a firm in the business of exporting leather goods.
On August 6, 2008, the complainant filed Duty Drawback claim on their exports through 11
invoices for Rs.134,917/- with the Collectorate of Customs. When the payment was not received
for quite sometime, he made regular follow-up visits to the Office of the Collectorate of
Customs.
Finally in early 2010, he was told by the Collectorate of Customs that Cheque No.905941 dated
August 20, 2008 for Rs.134,156/- had already been issued in settlement of the claim filed on
August 6, 2008. As he had not received any cheque at all, the complainant asked for details.
The Collectorate of Customs took up the matter with the State Bank of Pakistan which advised
them that the cheque was paid on September 10, 2008. Later on, the complainant came to
know that the cheque was paid through Bank P. On the basis of this information and as he had
no account in Bank P, the complainant lodged his claim for Rs.134,156/- on the Bank on January
6, 2011.
As the Bank did not refund the amount claimed, the complainant filed a complaint with the
State Bank of Pakistan stating that the Duty Drawback Cheque No.905941 dated August 20,
2008 for Rs.134,156/-, crossed A/c Payee Only, marked Non-Negotiable with the Payees
name mentioned as M/s ABC, Account at Bank Q Branch, complete with the National Tax
Number (NTN), was fraudulently encashed by Bank P through a new account opened evidently
for the sole purpose of fraudulently encashing this cheque.
The cheque was credited in another account (clearly different from the account number of
the payee on the cheque) opened by Bank P on September 8, 2008 in the name of M/s ABC
with Mr. T as sole proprietor of the firm. According to the Bank, Mr. T was a walk-in customer
who was facilitated by an ex-employee of the Bank, and the account was opened with proper
documentation and KYC compliance. Upon investigation, it came to light that an initial deposit
of Rs.100,000/- mentioned in the AOF was never deposited and the account was opened
through the cheque complained of. No evidence of physical verification of the existence of the
new walk-in customers office at the stated contact details could be produced by the Bank.
Also, the NTN stated on the cheque as that of the payee was different from that provided by
the new account holder.
The above glaring anomalies as well as a number of other inadequacies in the KYC compliance
established beyond any doubt that Bank P had opened the walk-in customers account in a
manner which was, at the very least, extremely negligent. The Bank had accepted the
complainants cheque for collection which was crossed A/c Payee Only, marked NonNegotiable, and bore the name of the complainants firm along with its bank account number,
name of the Payee Bank Branch, and NTN of the firm, and credited its proceeds to another
account, which was a gross violation of banking law and practice. The Bank, therefore, could
not claim protection under Section 131 of Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881 of having acted
in good faith and without negligence.
The complaint was granted. The Bank complied with the order and paid the complainant a
sum of Rs.134,156/-.
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Case Study 6
The complainant, who was the managing director of M/s PQR Flour Mills, was issued two
crossed payees account only cheques dated June 4, 2009 and June 17, 2009, aggregating
Rs.5,735,139/- and payable to M/s PQR Flour Mills, under a contract for supply of atta (flour)
to a Government Department. The cheques were collected by his representative, Mr. X, who
was duly authorised to collect cheques and deposit them in the account of the Flour Mills. The
complainant alleged that the proceeds of the cheques were, in connivance with Mr. X, wrongfully
credited by the Bank in the personal account of Mr. X. M/s PQR Flour Mills did not have any
account with that Bank.
Upon enquiry, the Bank admitted that due to oversight of the Bank's junior staff, the cheques
were erroneously credited in the personal account of Mr. X. The Bank however contended that
the complainant had lodged the complaint after a long and unexplained delay, although it
failed to show how that delay disentitled the complainant from a remedy against the Bank.000000
The Bank also took the plea that it had acted in good faith and without negligence, and that
under Section 131 of Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881 (NIA), it enjoyed protection as a
collecting bank.
The Bank had also contended that Mr. X had authority from the complainant to do all acts/
duties on behalf of the Flour Mills including collection/ deposit of payment cheques, preparation
of pay orders, etc. on its behalf from his account and in favour of the department. When a
copy of the Power of Attorney given to Mr. X was examined to verify the Bank's claim, it was
observed that only restricted authorization was given to Mr. X and he was not authorized to
collect the proceeds of the cheques issued in the name of the Mills in his own name. The
Power of Attorney did not even pertain to the period relating to the disputed cheques and it
was evident that the complainant was not aware of the fraud as he had given authority to Mr.
X for collection of cheques etc. from the department even for the period from July 01, 2010
to June 30, 2011. This explained the delay in lodging this complaint.
After examination of the documents produced by the parties and detailed arguments put forth
at the hearings, it was held that the crossed cheques issued by the department as A/c Payee
only in the name of the Flour Mills were illegally and unauthorizedly collected by the Bank
and the proceeds fraudulently credited to the account of Mr. X. Section 123-A of NIA provides
categorically that when a cheque is crossed account payee, it ceases to be negotiable and
it is the duty of the banker collecting payment of the cheque to credit the proceeds thereof
only to the account of the payee named in the cheque.
The act of crediting crossed payees account only cheques, issued in the name of the Flour
Mills as the payee, in the account of Mr. X was therefore totally illegal. The Bank could not in
the circumstances claim protection for having acted in good faith and without negligence
within the meaning of Section 131 of the NIA.
The complaint was decided in favour of the complainant and the Bank was directed to make
payment of Rs.5,735,139/- to the complainant being the total amount of the two crossed
cheques in question.
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Case Study 7
The complainant maintained a PLS account at Bank L in city A. On June 16, 2010, there was
an unauthorized transfer of a sum of Rs.242,100/- from his account to some other account
through the Banks Internet Banking facility. The complainant stated that he came to know of
that transaction the very day it occurred through a phone call from some Bank official and the
same day, he lodged a complaint with the Bank.
According to the Bank, the amount was transferred on June 16, 2010 from the complainants
account to an account titled Mr. J at the same Branch Office of Bank L, and on the same day
the funds were transferred from Mr. Js account to the account of one Ms. K at Bank C in city
B. These funds were withdrawn through cheque on the next day (June 17, 2010). Bank L took
the stance that the complainant must have disclosed to others all his personal securities and
financial details, without which the internet transfer could not have been made. Therefore,
the responsibility for the fraudulent transfer of funds lay with the complainant and not with
the Bank.
When Bank L and Bank C conducted a joint investigation, Ms. K disclosed that one of her
internet friends, Mr. P, had come to city B and asked for her account number as he had
supposedly lost his wallet and wanted one of his friends to transfer cash to him through her
account. Ms. K gave him her Bank C account number and on receipt of the remittance, she
withdrew the amount and delivered the sum to Mr. P. In an effort to locate Mr. P, Bank L found
that both his mobile numbers were registered in other names, and when the snap shots of
the SIM holders were shown to Ms. K, she could not identify any of them as Mr. P.
According to Bank L, the complainant had two accounts: one opened on October 7, 1990, and
the other under reference opened on October 28, 2008, along with ATM cards for each account.
Stating that Internet Banking ID could not be generated without an ATM Card, the Bank
disclosed that in the transaction in dispute, ATM card associated with the old account was
used for Internet Banking but the complainants new account was hit.0000000000000000000000
The complainant on the other hand stated that he was neither a member of Internet Banking
nor did he share his personal information with any person. Regarding the need for opening
another new PLS account when he already had one, the complainant stated that he had
received a phone call in October 2008 with the caller stating that since operation of his account
was satisfactory, the Bank was going to offer him a finance facility of Rs.1.0 million. The Branch
Manager, who had since retired, denied existence of any such scheme and probably suspecting
that the phone call could lead to a fraud, advised him to open a new account and close the
existing one.
The complainant accordingly opened a new account on October 28, 2008 but the Bank did not
close his old account and both the accounts remained operative in the Bank books, which is
against banking practice as two accounts of similar nature are not opened in one individuals
name at a particular bank. When the statement of the old account was examined by the BMP,
it was found that after the new account was opened, the balance of the old account became
nil twice, that is, on December 31, 2008 and January 19, 2009, by the application of maintenance
charges/ FED but the account was not closed in the ledger. Again, as per prudent practice, the
accounts with nil balance are closed after sending suitable notices to the customers, which
was not done in this case.
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Had the Bank closed the old account and disabled the old ATM card and all related services,
the fraudulent transaction would not have occurred.
The old account was closed in the Bank books on November, 26 2009 but the services linked
with the closed account were not immobilized. The Bank asserted that the ATM card was
issued against the account number of the customer, and if a customer created his internet ID
and maintained more than one account with the Bank, then on the basis of CNIC number,
every account of the customer was automatically linked with his own created internet ID.0000000
From the account opening forms of both the accounts, it was observed that the complainant
had neither provided his e-mail address nor ticked the column Internet Banking, which
supported his statement that he had not mandated these in the basic document on which the
customer-banker relationship exists. However, if a customer gives mandate through creation
of his Internet ID, the question remains as to why on cancellation of the basic contract of his
old account, other facilities governed by that contract were not cancelled. This was a control
weakness.
Most importantly, the Bank failed to act promptly when the fraudulent activity had come to
its notice. The disputed transaction came into the knowledge of the Bank on the same day of
its occurrence at about 5:00 pm when the Bank contacted the complainant who denied the
transaction. It sent an e-mail to the ATM service provider at 5:55 pm to provide details of
beneficiary Bank who disclosed at 6:32 pm that funds were transferred to Bank C. The Bank
then slept over the matter and started action the next day, that is, on June 17, 2010 at 11:14:00
but instead of sending an e-mail to Bank C, it negligently exchanged emails within the Bank.00000
Had the Bank contacted Bank C on phone in the early banking hours on June 17, 2010 and
followed it by an e-mail, the funds would have been blocked by Bank C and the attempt foiled
as the cheque was paid to Ms. K on June 17, 2010 at 12:00 noon. Even if the Bank had sent
an e-mail generated on June 17, 2010 at 11:14:00 to Bank C instead of rotating it internally,
Bank C would have been in a position to freeze the funds which would have frustrated the
fraud. Instead, it sent an e-mail to Bank C at 1:18 pm on June 17, 2010 which was too late by
more than an hour as the funds were already withdrawn from Bank C account on June 17,
2010 by 12:00 noon.
Apart from other inconsistencies, Bank L was liable to the complainant for not having taken
suitable and timely steps for recovery of the money so spirited away, despite having notice
of the fraud almost immediately upon its occurrence and having ample opportunity to get the
funds blocked with Bank C. Bank L was, therefore, found liable to the complainant for gross
negligence.
The complaint was granted and the Bank was directed to forthwith make good the loss by
crediting the complainants account with Rs.242,100/- together with profit.00000000000000000
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Case Study 8
The complainant maintained a current account with a Bank Branch at the university where
she was employed as a lecturer. In her complaint, she stated that the Branch management
violated the banking secrecy in respect of her account and, in connivance with the university,
debited her account with a sum of Rs.83,500/- on November 10, 2010 without her authority
and in the absence of any cheque issued for the purpose or any instructions from her. At the
minimum, she added, the Bank should have kept her informed about the transactions in the
course of which her account was debited.
As the Bank did not resolve the matter despite her repeated requests and a mandatory notice
served on December 8, 2010, she referred the matter to the BMP.
According to the Bank, its Branch maintained the universitys account as well as the salary
accounts of the universitys employees. As per practice, it received salary sheets from the
university for crediting the accounts of its employees, and also followed instructions from the
university regarding those accounts.
The Bank stated that the Branch received a letter dated November 10, 2010 from the treasurer
of the university who directed the Branch to transfer a sum of Rs.83,500/- from the complainants
account to that of the universitys account which had been paid by mistake. The Branch acted
accordingly. The Bank also stated that on January 21, 2011, the university authorized the
Branch to debit the universitys account with a sum of Rs.23,559/- and credit the complainants
account with the amount in order to correct another mistake. The Branch carried out the
instructions.
The Bank further added that the balance in the account of the complainant was not disclosed
to the university or any other authority as alleged by her.
As held by the Bank, the complainants account was not a normal account but was opened as
a salary account, and since the account was credited with the salary by mistake after her
resignation, the amount did not belong to the complainant and was bound to be returned to
the employer.
The Bank had also referred to the Contract Act in its defence and argued that as per banking
law and practice, Money Paid By Mistake is recoverable. The Contract Act stipulates in Section
72 that a person to whom money has been paid or anything delivered by mistake or under
coercion must repay or return it. It is a settled law that so long as the status quo was maintained
and the payee has not changed her position to her detriment, she must pay the money received
by mistake back to the payer. If, however, the payee parts with the money in good faith, she
cannot be held liable to pay it back. In this case, the complainant had neither withdrawn the
money nor parted with it.
It was concluded that recourse against the university was available to the complainant if she
felt that she had a claim for the salary deducted, and not against the Bank.0000000000000000000
The complaint was rejected.
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Case Study 9
The complainant stated that her account with Bank N was wrongfully debited with
Rs.69,500/- on June 6, 2008. On enquiry from the Bank, she came to know that this
amount had been debited because of dues in a loan account against her credit card
issued by Bank D, since merged with Bank N. She was also informed that a loan was
disbursed on 15.05.2006 against her credit card as she had requested the Bank to
issue her a pay order for Rs.280,000/- against it. According to the Bank, the request
was made by her over phone on May 15, 2006 registered at 11:02:50.0000000000000000
According to the Bank, the pay order was issued on 22.05.2006 in favor of an NGO
managed by Mr. A (ex-husband of the complainant), against available credit limit of
Rs.350,000/- in the complainant's credit card. Proceeds of the pay order were credited
on 29.05.2006 in the account of the NGO maintained with the then Bank D (since
merged with Bank N) and debited Rs.69,500/- on 06.06.2008 to the complainant's
account. When the complainant protested the unauthorized account debit and denied
having received any pay order for a loan, the Bank initially afforded temporary credit
to her account on 09.10.2008, and marked lien on the account of the NGO informing
it through notice issued by Bank's legal advisor. However, the amount of Rs.69,350/was re-debited to her account on 28.11.2008 as per Right of Set Off policy.00000000000
Later on, the loan of Rs.280,000/- together with mark-up was adjusted through settlement
reached between the Bank and Mr. A. The entire amount was paid in cash or through
cheques drawn by Mr. A but did not include Rs.69,500/- which was recovered by the
Bank earlier from the complainant's account and for which she had lodged the complaint.
The offer letter dated July 8, 2009 for settlement of that pay order loan, although made
in the name of the complainant, was accepted and signed by Mr. A. The complainant
on the other hand expressed her ignorance as to the conclusion of these arrangements
to settle the loan. Had the Bank approached the complainant or kept her informed, the
amount of Rs.69,500/-, debited to her account by so-called 'Set Off' would have been
included in the outstanding amount recovered from Mr. A.
The complainant maintained that she never applied for a loan in the form of a pay
order in favor of the NGO instead she provided the name of the NGO as reference
for availing a loan for herself which she never received. On perusal of documents
submitted by the Bank, it was observed that the complainant, who was also a member
of the Executive Body of the NGO, had made no written request for issuance of pay
order, while the Bank could not produce voice recording of the initial request. The Bank
also failed to provide proof of delivery of the instrument to the complainant.0000000000000
During the proceeding of the case, the Bank disclosed in its letter dated June 15, 2011
that Mr. A had agreed to settle the customer's credit card dues. This further substantiated
the fact that the amount of pay order was used by the NGO and it had accepted the
liability.
The Bank was found not entitled to recover the amount of Rs.69,500/- by way of alleged
set off from the account of the complainant.
The complaint was granted and the Bank was directed to refund the amount to
the complainant.
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Case Study 10
In August 2005, the complainant had availed from a Bank an auto loan facility of Rs.831,200/with mark-up @ 25% per annum. It was agreed between the parties that a sum of Rs.174,825/will be paid back to the complainant upon the condition that he pays all the 60 installments
regularly and on time with the exception of delay of one monthly installment up to 29 days
during the term of the facility (the agreement to pay the borrower an agreed sum for making
prompt payment of installments is called Cash Back). A current account was specially opened
at the Bank by the complainant for payment of installments and the complainant paid each
and every installment regularly and on time by depositing it in the current account.000000000000
According to his account statement, a total sum of Rs.4,430/44 was charged to his account
from September 27, 2005 to January 24, 2007 representing service charges and cheque book/
ATM card issuance charges despite the fact that he was neither issued any cheque book nor
an ATM card. This was contrary to the banking practice as the accounts opened for collection/
repayment purposes do not attract any service charges or cheque book/ ATM charges. Besides,
no clause in the agreement provided for such levies. Upon repeated protests by the complainant,
the recovery of service charges and such levies was stopped after January 2007.000000000000000
When the complainant contacted the Bank for an NOC as well as for the cash back amount
after successful payment of 60 installments, his request was turned down. On the contrary,
the Bank claimed a sum of Rs.9,850/- as overdue charges which were neither brought to his
notice earlier nor were reflected in his account statement at any point in time. The complainant
demanded that the Bank give him the agreed cash back amount of Rs.174,825/-, refund an
amount of Rs.4,430/44 wrongfully charged to him, issue him an NOC, and return the original
file of the vehicle.
The Bank took the stance that it was unable to pay 'cash back' amounting to Rs.174,825/- on
account of irregular payment history. It argued that the complainant had opened a PKR Current
Account which required minimum balance maintenance amounting to Rs.5,000/- to avoid
service charges and a minimum of Rs.30,000/- to avoid Transaction Fee. Hence, the complainant
was being levied applicable charges during the term of the loan in accordance with the Bank's
Schedule of Charges.
The complainant had signed Standing Order Request at the behest of the Bank which read
For Auto Loan Repayment Only. According to him, he had not opened the said current account
on his own but was asked by the Branch to open the account for repayment of auto loan
installments. He was however holding the Banks credit card before the account was opened
and started depositing cash in this account for card payments instead of depositing cash on
counter, which in no way affected his auto loan installments payments being deposited regularly
in the account.
When the Bank found that despite the prompt and timely payments of the installments, the
amount fell short by small sums of money on account of the levy of service charges and all
kinds of sundry charges debited to the customers account, it should have served upon the
customer a notice requiring him to make up the shortfall.
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The Bank could also have taken action for the customers failure to pay the installments under
the relevant clauses of the agreement between the Bank and the complainant which laid down
that the Bank always had the right to cancel the facility under the agreement without assigning
any reason and demand immediate payment of the entire payment price. Instead, it continued
to receive the installments paid by the customer as though no default had taken place or that
the impact of the service charges on the installment had been waived. This conduct of the
Bank led the complainant to believe that he had been paying the installments regularly, fully,
and within the time allowed.
When the Bank found that despite the prompt and timely payments of the installments, the
amount fell short by small sums of money on account of the Bank debiting service and all kinds
of sundry charges to the customers account (of which he had no direct knowledge in the form
of a notice), it should have served upon the customer a notice requiring him to make up the
shortfall. The Bank could also have taken action under clause 15 of the agreement for the
customers failure to pay the installments.
However, instead of doing any of those things, the Bank continued to receive the installments
paid by the customer as though the transactions under the agreement were proceeding in
normal course and either no default had taken place or that the impact of the service charges
on the installment had been waived.
This, however, was not strictly a case of waiver, if it may be so called. It was more a case of
estoppel by conduct. The basis of this was that the Bank had so conducted itself that the
complainant continued to pay the installments and carry out his part of the bargain as he saw
fit and correct to do. This is a principle of the law embodied in Section 115 of the Evidence
Act, 1872 (now Section 114 of the Qanoon-e-Shahadat Ordinance, 1984) and is even otherwise
followed and applied the world over. The High Court of Sind quoted the words of the Lord
Chancellor in a case titled Karachi Catholic Cooperative Housing Society Limited vs. Mirza
Jawwad Baig reported in PLD 1994 Karachi 194 as under:
I am of the opinion that generally speaking, if a party having an interest to prevent an act
being done has full notice of its being done, and acquiesces in it so as to induce a reasonable
belief that he consents to it, and the position of the other is altered by his giving credit to his
sincerity, he has no more right to challenge that act to their prejudice .00000000000000000000
The complaint was decided in favor of the complainant and the Bank was directed to pay
to the complainant cash back amount of Rs.174,825/-.
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Case Study 11
The complainant maintained an account with the Bank and was issued a cheque book with
cheque leaves bearing numbers 0264555175 together with the unused cheque requisition
slip. The cheque book remained in her safe custody while she was away from the country from
October 15, 2010 to November 28, 2010 to perform Haj. Upon her return, she received a
phone call from the Manager of the Bank who told her that a sum of Rs.3,015,000/- had been
withdrawn from her account in her absence.
As she had not made any such withdrawals, she made enquiries with the Bank whereupon it
was revealed that her account was debited by Cheques No.3352579, 3352580, 3352581, and
3352587 during the period from December 14, 2010 for a total sum of Rs.3,015,000/-. Since
these cheques did not belong to the cheque book in her possession, she enquired from the
Bank whereupon it was revealed that a new cheque book containing 25 cheques bearing
Cheques No.3352576600 was issued on November 27, 2010 on the basis of a loose Cheque
Book Requisition Form to one Mr. X, purportedly on her authority. She strongly denied ever
having authorized anyone to issue a fresh cheque book while one was already in her possession
together with the cheque requisition slip, or having authorized anyone to collect any cheque
book from the bank on her behalf. She also denied having written and signed the four cheques
from the cheque book fraudulently issued to some fraudster.
Upon scrutiny of the record, it was found that the cheque book requisition form against which
the new cheque book was issued was not filled in completely. Further, there was no evidence
of customer signature verification on the Form as well as on the authority letter. Signatures
appearing on the four disputed cheques also differed from those on the SS Card and CNIC of
the person receiving the cheque book was later found tampered as per NADRA Verisys. Besides,
the amount of each of these cheques was higher than the amount mentioned in debit turnover
of the account, but the cheques were passed without call-back confirmation to the customer
or updating her KYC profile.
The Bank in its investigation report dated January 20, 2011 had admitted that the approved
procedures for issuance of cheque book on Cheque Book Requisition Form were not followed
and negligence was found in the cheque book issuance process against the said Form and
delivery of a new cheque book to a third person. The Bank also obtained an opinion of a
reputable Hand Writing Expert which stated that the signatures of the complainant had been
forged on the CB Requisition Form, its receipt, and on the four cheques.000000000000000000000
Had the bank acted fully on the results of its own investigations, then  apart from taking
disciplinary and other cautionary measures  it would have credited the complainants account
with the sum of Rs.3,015,000/- wrongfully taken away from her and this complaint would have
been unnecessary. Unfortunately, on one pretext or the other, the amount could not be recredited to the account of the complainant. The matter was taken up for hearing and the
Banking Mohtasib after going through the case directed the Bank to settle the amount of the
claim.
The Bank confirmed having issued a pay order for Rs.3,015,000/- towards the amount
fraudulently withdrawn from the bank account. The Bank also paid the complainant Rs.89,954/towards profit.
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Our Team of Senior Advisors and Advisors
Aamer Aziz Saiyid  Senior Legal Advisor I
A civil and commercial lawyer with 40 years experience at the Bar. Retired as
Company Secretary and Head of Legal & Corporate Relations Department of a
multinational company in 2002 and has been practicing law since then. He was
appointed as the Legal Advisor of Banking Mohtasib Pakistan in 2005.00000000000
Anwer A. Chaudhry  Senior Advisor
36-year experience in domestic as well as international banking in a commercial
bank with core banking exposure in retail, commercial, and corporate
environments. Special focus on divergent banking disciplines including
Documentary Credits, Risk Management, Correspondent Banking, Treasury
Operations, and supervision of overseas network. Overseas assignments span
over a decade. Heading Risk Management, RBG was his last assignment. Retired
in 2008. Joined Banking Mohtasib Pakistan in 2010.
Ashraf Ahsan Mozaffar  Senior Advisor (Admin.)
Joined a commercial bank in 1964. Retired as EVP after 41 years of service. Rehired for a period of 3 years. Member, Task Force, set up by the Board of Directors.
Assisted in formulation of various policies. Headed major divisions and introduced
Lockers Insurance as a first time initiative by any bank in Pakistan. As Incharge,
Complaints, Pakistan Banking Council, handled complaints from general public,
Federal Ombudsman, FIA, Ministry of Finance, Trade Bodies, etc. against five
major banks. Handled complaints referred by Banking Mohtasib Pakistan as Key
Contact Person of the bank. Joined Banking Mohtasib Pakistan in 2008.0000000000
Farhat Saeed  Senior Advisor
A central banker having served the State Bank of Pakistan in various capacities
for about 37 years. Retired as Executive Director in 2006. Joined Banking Mohtasib
Pakistan in April 2008. Holds Masters degree in Political Science, DAIBP, and a
degree in Law.

S. Faheemuddin Ahmed  Senior Advisor
About 36 years of banking experience with a commercial bank. Banks nominee
as Principal Officer and Key Contact Person for handling customer complaints
received through the Wafaqi Mohtasib, State Bank of Pakistan, and other agencies.
He was serving the bank in the capacity of SVP and General Manager, Service &
Internal Control  Retail Banking, when he left the Bank to join Banking Mohtasib
Pakistan upon its inception in 2005.
Saleem Akhtar  Senior Legal Advisor II
Lawyer with over 35 years of professional experience. Served the central bank
of Pakistan for 22 years. He took early retirement in 2010 while serving the central
bank in the capacity of Legal Advisor. Thereafter, joined Banking Mohtasib Pakistan
in the same year.
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Raja Liaqat Ali  Advisor
Over 33 years of banking experience with a commercial bank. Worked in the
Banks Investigation Division (Head Office), where he was responsible for handling
fraud/ forgery/ dacoity cases as well as for submission of reports and periodic
statistics on issues to the Group Head. Liaised with law enforcing agencies for
criminal cases. Retired in October 2007 as Vice President. The same year, he
joined Banking Mohtasib Pakistan. Promoted as Advisor in 2010.000000000000000
Shams Qadri  Advisor
Over 35 years of working experience in senior management positions with
multinational companies and banks. Area of expertise includes financial
management, business risks reviews, audit, and investigations. Holds Associate
Membership of the Institute of Chartered Secretaries & Administrators, UK and
the Institute of Corporate Secretaries of Pakistan. Joined Banking Mohtasib in
2007. Promoted as Advisor in 2010.
Mushtaq Ahmed, Advisor
Joined a commercial bank in 1977 as Probationary Officer. Worked for 16 years
as Manager in different branches. For 10 years, remained associated with
International Banking as Incharge, Imports & LGs, and Head of CAD in Corporate
Banking, followed by a 4-year experience at Investigation Division (Head Office).
Conducted on the spot enquiries and handled cases of fraud/ forgery. Worked
as Executive Incharge, officiating Investigation Division at Lahore Office till January
2007. Joined Banking Mohtasib Pakistan in April 2008.
Nazimuddin Siddiqui, Advisor
Joined a commercial bank in 1977 as Probationary Officer. Worked for 16 years
as Manager in different branches. For 10 years, remained associated with
International Banking as Incharge, Imports & LGs, and Head of CAD in Corporate
Banking, followed by a 4-year experience at Investigation Division (Head Office).
Conducted on the spot enquiries and handled cases of fraud/ forgery. Worked
as Executive Incharge, officiating Investigation Division at Lahore Office till January
2007. Joined Banking Mohtasib Pakistan in April 2008.
Talat Munir, Advisor
Thirty years of experience with a commercial bank. Worked in Recovery, Law,
and Litigation Department at the Banks Head office. Responsible for investigation,
recovery, and follow-up of cases through the Banks Advocates. Also worked at
various departments of general banking in different branches. Retired in January
2007 and joined Banking Mohtasib Pakistan in February 2007.00000000000000000
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Our Team at Karachi Secretariat
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Our Teams at Regional Offices
Regional Office
Lahore

Regional Office
Multan

Regional Office
Peshawar
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Regional Office
Quetta

Regional Office
Rawalpindi
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The Banking Mohtasib addressing the Press & Electronic Media
during Public Release of Annual Report 2010

Banking Mohtasibs Press Confrence 2011
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The Banking Mohtasib addressing Regional Heads
of Banks at Hyderabad

The Banking Mohtasib addressing Regional Heads
of Banks at Sukkur
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The Banking Mohtasib addressing
Bankers at Mirpur (A.K.)

Bankers at the briefing of Banking Mohtasib
at Mirpur (A.K.)
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Banking Mohtasib in a meeting with Sr. Advisors / Advisors
in Conference Room

Banking Mohtasib in discussion with Sr. Advisors
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News Papers Coverage of Annual Report 2010
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Letter from Mr. Azhar Hamid - First Banking Mohtasib
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Success Stories

What
the Complainants
Say ABOUT US
Many Complainants from all walks of life write to us upon
resolution of their grievances. From a large number of such
letters, we have selected a few. Such letters are a source of
motivation and strength to us
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Contact Details
Details
All complaints should be addressed to the Karachi Secretariat where the complaints handling
process has been centralized.
For any information or enquiries, please email us at or write to us at the Karachi Secretariat
address given below. Details including complaint filing procedure, printable complaint form
and FAQs are also available at our website. www.bankingmohtasib.gov.pk
Addresses and contact numbers of all our Offices are:

Karachi Secretariat

Lahore Regional Office

Multan Regional Office

Peshawar Regional Office

Rawalpindi Regional Office

Quetta Regional Office

Banking Mohtasib Pakistan Secretariat
5th Floor,
Shaheen Complex,
M R Kiyani Road,
Karachi.
Telephone: +9221 - 99217334 to 38 (5 lines)
Facsimile: +9221 - 99217375
Email: info@bankingmohtasib.gov.pk

Office of the Banking Mohtasib Pakistan
c/o SBP, Banking Services Corporation,
Kalma Chowk,
Multan.
Telephone: 061- 9201482
Facsimile: 061- 9201481

Office of the Banking Mohtasib Pakistan
c/o SBP, Banking Services Corporation,
The Mall,
Rawalpindi.
Telephone: 051- 9273252
Facsimile: 051- 9273253
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Office of the Banking Mohtasib Pakistan
c/o SBP, Banking Services Corporation,
Shahrah-e-Quaid-e-Azam,
Lahore.
Telephone: 042- 99210444
Facsimile: 042- 99210421

Office of the Banking Mohtasib Pakistan
c/o SBP, Banking Services Corporation,
Saddar Road,
Peshawar.
Telephone: 091- 9213438
Facsimile: 091- 9213439

Office of the Banking Mohtasib Pakistan
c/o SBP, Banking Services Corporation,
Shahrah-e-Abbas Ali,
Quetta.
Telephone: 081- 9203144
Facsimile: 081- 9203145
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